FAQ

Q: What is included in the Temp Wall system?
A: DW6080 (60" wide)
   3 x Interlocking Duramax PVC Panels
   (20" width x 80" length x 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" thickness)
   b. 1x U-Channel
   c. 2 x Foot Plates
   d. 2 x Standard Top/Bottom Clips
   e. 1 x T-Style Clip
   f. 12 Stainless Steel Screws / Screw Caps

Q: What are the dimensions and weight of the panels?
A: Product Model: DW6080 (60" wide) 3x (20" width x 80" length x 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" thickness), weights 50 lbs

Q: Do I need any additional tools for assembly?
A: Yes, you will need a cordless drill with a #2 Phillips bit, Drop Cloth, 2 Person for Assembly.

Q: How can I configure the panels?
A: The panels have many configuration options, and it will depend on the space they are being installed in and the use case. Common Temp Wall configurations include:
   • Single stand-alone
   • L-shape
   • U-shape
   • Double-U
   • Multi-U
   • Zigzag

   Please refer to Resources for possible illustrated configurations.

Q: How long does it take to assemble the system?
A: It will take less than 3 minutes to assemble a stand-alone configuration, and approximately 5-10 minutes for a U-shape configuration.
If combining the walls inline, it is recommended to slide the tongue and groove of the walls together before adding the feet. If combining the walls after the feet are installed, you may need a rubber mallet to connect the walls. See the Temp Wall installation instructions for more details.

Q: What is the lead time?
A: The lead time is 2-3 days to ship.

Q: What are the shipping options?
A: Product Model: DW6080 Temp Wall systems shipped 28 per pallet (60"x 82" x 48").
   18 pallets can be transported in a truckload for a quantity of 560 in a 53' trailer.

   The accessories (foot plates, clips and screws) will be packaged in bulk for pallet quantities, and individually if less than pallet quantity.

Q: Is Temp Wall re-usable?
A: Temp Wall can be re-used and repurposed in many ways. Because it is modular and lightweight it can be used in varied locations for different pop-up and temporary events or crisis management situations when divided spaces are required.

Q: Is Temp Wall approved for use in medical facilities?
A: Temp Wall is hospital grade, and Duramax Temp Wall operates under a royalty license Health Canada Class 1 Medical Device Establishment License (MDEL)*, #11676.

   Microban Aegis Microbe Shield Ratings:
   • Health Canada PMRA PCP#15133
   • US EPA # 64881-2

   *An MDEL is required for the activities of importing and selling medical devices for human use in Canada.